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Abstract
Visualizing 3D ﬂow ﬁelds intrinsically suffers from
problems of clutter and occlusion. A common prac-
tice to alleviate these issues is to restrict the vi-
sualization to feature surfaces that capture impor-
tant characteristics of the underlying data. How-
ever, this often comes at costs of losing information
due to the inherent projection of the 3D ﬁeld on a
2D surface, which may limit the technique’s abil-
ity to provide insight and impede fast exploration
of the three-dimensional ﬂow. In this paper we
present a combination of 2D and 3D ﬂow visualiza-
tion techniques in order to capture the ﬂow ﬁeld’s
behavior on the feature surface as well as in its
vicinity. We introduce surface-guided streamlines
to complement 2D dense vector ﬁeld visualization
on the surface. Image-based seeding strategies are
used to achieve an importance-driven distribution of
streamline seed points on the surface that adapts to
local ﬂow properties as well as to characteristics of
the feature surfaces and other associated quantities.
Interactive exploration is enabled by efﬁcient GPU-
based data structures and a generic streamline in-
tegration algorithm that takes advantage of the Ge-
ometry Shader’s ﬂexibility. Its performance bene-
ﬁtscomparedtoexistingintegrationalgorithmsrun-
ningonCPU-andGPU-architecturesareshownand
the effectiveness of the proposed visualization tech-
nique is highlighted with a number of examples.
1 Introduction
Providing expressive insight to 3D ﬂow ﬁelds
is a challenging visualization task. The three-
dimensional characteristic of the data elements as
well as the data domain poses the fundamental dif-
ﬁculty of clutter and occlusion. This problem can
often only be accounted for as a trade-off between
the completeness of the visualization of all underly-
ing data and the complexity of the visualization to
be still amenable to the capability of human cogni-
tion. One commonly used approach in exploration
of 3D ﬂow ﬁelds is to restrict the visualization to a
singlesurfaceofinterestinthedatadomain. These-
lection of these surfaces is often application driven
and could range from plane cuts, geometric meshes,
to feature surfaces.
On one hand such feature surfaces can be de-
rived directly from the ﬂow ﬁeld itself; for example
isosurfaces of velocity magnitude, vorticity magni-
tude, et cetera, or stream surfaces. On the other
hand they can also be constructed from additional
scalar ﬂow quantities such as density, temperature,
orpressure. Commonly, suchsurfacesrepresentim-
portant features the user is interested in. Figure
1, for example, shows the visualization of a two-
phase-mixture simulation [3] using the separation
Figure 1: A feature surface representing the separa-
tion layer in a 2-phase ﬂow. The vortices are cap-
tured by starting streamlines in surface areas of high
vorticity (shown in red).
VMV 2008 O. Deussen, D. Keim, D. Saupe (Editors)layer as the natural selection of a feature surface.
On the surface the associated vector ﬁeld is visual-
ized using line integral convolution (LIC).
Using this technique provides several beneﬁts.
The problem of occlusion is reduced to the self-
occlusion of the selected surface and the challenge
of ﬂow ﬁeld visualization is reduced to a 2D do-
main. This allows to use a dense 2D technique, as
shown in the example. On the other hand the ap-
proach suffers from multiple levels of information
loss. The data domain is reduced to the chosen sur-
face and – since the surface is not a stream surface
– the original 3D ﬂow data needs to be projected
onto the 2D surface. Thus, it may be very difﬁcult
to conceive the true three-dimensional behavior of
theﬂowﬁeldasthenon-tangentialﬁeldcomponents
are not visualized.
To account for the information loss and to pro-
vide more detailed insight into the ﬂow ﬁeld on
and near the surface, we propose to combine 2D
surface-based techniques with 3D streamline inte-
gration. The seeding of the particle traces is guided
by the surface itself. This includes the restriction of
the seed point choice to the surface, which allevi-
ates the 3D seeding problem. Additionally, to em-
phasize the interesting ﬂow features even more, the
seeding space can be further narrowed to regions
featuring certain ﬂow properties. In our example
the local property of high vorticity magnitude was
chosen. This allows to capture the vortical ﬂow be-
havior close to the surface. The rendering technique
of our approach automatically adapts to the local
characteristics of the ﬂow ﬁeld depending on their
suitability and expressiveness to visualize the local
ﬂow properties.
Interactivityisthekeyfactorinexplorationofun-
known data ﬁelds. Therefore, we present a solution
that accomplishes both the visualization of the fea-
turesurfaceaswellasthestreamlineseedingandin-
tegration completely on the GPU, using an efﬁcient
data structure that allows for parallel processing, to
exploit the ﬂexibility of the Geometry Shader for
streamline integration. As the complete process is
performedontheGPUanybottleneckcausedbyad-
ditional data transfer to and from the graphics pro-
cessor is avoided. The utility of our integration al-
gorithm is further supported by an in-depth perfor-
mance analysis which shows its performance bene-
ﬁts compared to an optimized CPU and an existing
pixel-shader-based GPU implementation.
2 Related Work
Due to occlusion, cut planes are used frequently to
restrict the visualization of data given in a 3D do-
main onto 2D surfaces. On the other hand visualiz-
ing the data on arbitrary curved surfaces may pro-
vide better insight into the data.
Dense texture-based representations are com-
monly used to visualize the ﬂow ﬁeld on such sur-
faces. In general, with the exception of stream sur-
faces [5], this requires a projection of the 3D ﬂow
ﬁeld to the 2D surface. Battke et al. [15] and Mao.
et al. [9] introduced LIC on arbitrary surfaces. This
was further enhanced by moving the computation
to image space [6]. Weiskopf et al. [13] described
a hybrid texture advection approach that works in
image and in physical space. Thereby image space
problems introduced by discontinuities at silhouette
lines are solved. Laramee et al. [7] later on pro-
posed texture advection on isosurfaces of a scalar
volume dataset. They also address the problem of
cross-surface ﬂow. The opacity of the ﬂow-texture
overlay is reduced in regions where large inaccu-
racies are introduced due to the projection of the
vector ﬁeld onto the surface. However, all 2D LIC
methods share the restriction of not being able to
visualize the direction of non-tangential ﬂow.
Several techniques, visualizing the ﬂow ﬁeld not
only on but also near an isosurface are proposed by
Max et al. [8]. We adopt one of their ideas and re-
ﬁne it for our purposes. Short geometric lines of
ﬁxed length (hairs) start on the surface and visual-
ize the behavior of the ﬂow in the direct vicinity of
the surface. The seed points for these lines are dis-
tributed over the whole surface. The seeding and
streamline generation process of our technique ad-
ditionally adapts to local ﬂow ﬁeld properties. A
similar approach was recently proposed by Li and
Shen [4] for distributing streamlines uniformly in
screen-space.
GPU-accelerated computation of particle paths
and streamlines has already been been presented
previously. Kr¨ ugeretal. advectparticlesalonga3D
ﬂow ﬁeld using the pixel shaders [2]. This enables
interactive visualization even for huge numbers of
particles. Streamlines can be generated and visu-
alized by their approach as well. However, when
considering streamlines of variable length, storage
overhead can become a problem. Our geometry
shader algorithm is more ﬂexible in this respect.Rendering or Raycasting
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Figure 2: Our visualization technique works on pro-
jected surface data that is extracted and stored in
image space.
Another pixel shader approach was presented by
Park et al. [11]. It calculates streamlines of ﬁxed
length only.
3 Image Space Representation
of Feature Surfaces
The presented technique visualizes 3D ﬂow on and
near feature surfaces which are used to guide the
seeding process described later. An advantage of
the method is that every renderable surface repre-
sentation can be used as input, as it works on raster-
ized surface data projected onto the image plane.
In the following we will concentrate on fea-
ture surfaces deﬁned by isosurfaces of 3D volume
datasets. We use a GPU-based raycasting algo-
rithm [12] to interactively extract the image space
representation of those surfaces, i.e. multiple depth
layers of the surface. This is easily accomplished
using a depth-peeling approach [10]; storing posi-
tions and normals of the ray-surface intersections
in a 2D texture array Ts, in the following called the
surface texture. The extracted surface layers also al-
low for a combined transparent visualization of the
surface and the streamlines by rendering the opaque
linesﬁrstandblendingtheshadedlayersontop. For
other geometric representations depth peeling is ap-
plicable as well. The process is shown in Fig. 2.
In the case of a static surface the extraction has
to be executed only once for each change of the iso-
value or the view. In our case this can be an advan-
tage, as the raycasting often dominates the render-
ing time.
4 Streamline Integration with the
Geometry Shader
We use streamlines for visualizing ﬂow near sur-
faces. The integration and visualization of the lines
completely takes place on the GPU. For generating
the lines we exploit the ﬂexibility of the Geome-
try Shader (GS) which is part of the DirectX 10
GPU pipeline [1]. In contrast to the one-to-one
stream processing semantics of the vertex and pixel
shader stages, it is the only programmable part of
the pipeline that allows to produce a varying num-
ber of output elements depending on calculations
done in the shader. An instance of the GS takes
one primitive of a given type as input and produces
zero or more primitives of a predeﬁned output type
that does not need to match the type of the input.
This property is used for efﬁciently terminating the
integration of individual lines to avoid subsequent
computation and memory overhead for those lines.
The termination handling is described in the next
section. In the following the basic line generation
process, including its compact data structure, is de-
scribed ﬁrst.
The basic idea is to send a set of seed points to
the GPU and to perform the calculation of subse-
quent lines vertices in the shader. The GS then
hands down the generated vertex positions in the
pipeline. Unfortunately, adirectrenderingapproach
is not practical, as the number of vertices that can be
written by one invocation of the GS is, at least on
DirectX 10 compatible hardware, limited to 1024
32-bit ﬂoating point values.
To overcome this limit and thus allow generat-
ing streamlines of arbitrary length we developed
a multi-pass algorithm. The Transform-Feedback
(TF) mechanism, or Stream-Out in DirectX 10 ter-
minology, is used to write the generated line data
to array-like buffers resident in texture memory.
Thereby, generated line data can be input directly
into subsequent passes of the shader. Rasterization
is completely disabled in the process. We deﬁne
some elements for a more detailed description (cp.
Fig. 4):
• Vertex elements vl,m are the basic components
that are calculated and output by the GS. The
line id l represents a unique streamline num-Connecting-
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Figure 3: First and second segment block of the segment-wise generation of streamlines (N = L = 3).
ber. The vertex id m represents the relative
index of a vertex element to the seed element
s0 = vl,0. Besides the position of a vertex,
optionally additional vertex attributes can be
stored.
• A streamline segment Sl,k contains all vertex
elements of streamline l generated in the k-th
iteration (or k-th pass) of the algorithm.
• A segment block Bk contains all streamline
segments Sl,k generated in parallel in the k-th
iteration.
Two parameters control the generation process:
• The block size N determines the number of si-
multaneously generated lines.
• The segment length L controls the number of
integration steps per streamline segment. The
upper limit for L is given by the storage re-
quirements of a single vertex and the output
limitations of the GS.
For the generation of the ﬁrst segment block B0, N
seed elements si – stored in a vertex buffer – are
input to the GS as point primitives. For each si an
instance of the GS is executed to generate exactly
one streamline segment Si,0. Starting with the seed
element, each instance emits L + 1 new vertex ele-
ments. As the order of the geometry shader output
primitives is determined by the order of the input
primitives [1], the streamline segments are written
one after another into the TF-buffer. Thus, every
v00v01 v02 v03 v10v11v12 v13 v20 v21 v22 v23
S00 S10 S20
Segment block B0
Figure4: Theregularstructureofalineblockstored
in the buffer-array on the GPU (N = L = 3).
segment block features a regular structure. All the
N line segments generated in parallel have the same
segment length L and are stored in a nested way
with the predetermined order of the input (Fig. 4).
To guarantee continuous streamline integration
the last vertex elements of the N line segments
Sl,k−1 must be input to the next iteration as seed
elements. These vertex elements are called the
connecting elements of the blocks Bk−1 and Bk
(Fig. 3). Due to the regular structure it is possible
to efﬁciently deﬁne the input stream of the connect-
ing elements without the need of reading back any
data from GPU memory. The vertex buffer object,
storing the results of the previous pass, thereby di-
rectly serves as the source of vertex data for the next
draw call by specifying appropriate vertex offsets
and strides.
Since it is not allowed to read and write into the
same vertex buffer object concurrently, two distinct
buffers are used for storing the segment blocks in a
ping-pong fashion. The individual streamline seg-
ments can be interpreted and rendered directly as
independent line strips. To avoid gaps, the connect-
ing elements have to be repeated at segment bound-
aries.
4.1 Streamline Termination
The integration of streamlines leaving the ﬂow re-
gion should be stopped for producing meaningful
visualizations. Additionally, the exploration of the
ﬂow ﬁeld can be further supported by considering
termination criteria that may be based on local char-
acteristics of the ﬂow ﬁeld or user interaction. Es-
pecially for massively parallel GPU-algorithms, be-
ing able to simultaneously generate very large num-
bers of streamlines, efﬁcient termination of individ-
ual lines is not a trivial task.
Our GS approach comes with the advantage ofbeing able to output a varying number of vertices
that can be determined during runtime. The ﬁrst
idea is to stop emitting vertices if any of the deﬁned
termination conditions becomes true. However, the
regularstructureofthesegmentblockswouldbede-
stroyed, if incomplete streamline segments of size
less than L + 1 are written to the output. Thus, it
would become impossible to predict the position of
the connecting elements within the buffer.
For the correct handling of termination cases, we
propose the following algorithm (cf. Fig. 5):
• If an instance of the GS detects a positive ter-
mination condition at line vertex vij (1), the
remainder of the line segment is ﬁlled with
dummy elements marking the termination (2).
• If an instance of the GS receives a termination
element as input, it does not output any ver-
tex data for the corresponding line at all (3),
but instantaniously terminates the shader exe-
cution. This reduces the total number of vertex
elementswrittentotheTF-bufferbyNt(L+1)
elements, ifatotalof Nt lines terminatewithin
the same pass.
• Finally, the number N of active lines segments
has to be adapted accordingly. Querying the
number W of primitives written to the TF-
buffer yields the number N = W/(L + 1) of
generated line segments (4); and thus the off-
set used to specify the connecting elements is
adapted accordingly. If N equals zero the line
generation process can be stopped.
This approach is efﬁcient with respect to mem-
ory usage as well as computational overhead. For a
terminated line at most L superﬂuous dummy ver-
tex elements are generated in the iteration the line
is ended. The computational overhead is limited to
the generation of the dummy vertices and the invo-
cation of the geometry shader that is aborted with-
out generating any output. In subsequent passes no
more memory or computation is required for termi-
nated lines.
5 Surface-Guided Streamlines
Our technique augments the visualization of the
ﬂow on the surface with streamlines that capture the
ﬂow’s behavior in the vicinity of the feature. This
requires the appropriate speciﬁcation of an initial
seed point set. We propose an image-based seed-
ing strategy that works on the extracted surface tex-
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Figure 5: Line termination example (L=3).
ture introduced in Section 3. The basic idea is to
extract a subset of the surface texels and use the
surface position information found in Ts to gener-
ate seed points. The choice of appropriate texels is
importance-driven with respect to the local proper-
ties of the feature surface as well as the ﬂow ﬁeld
and other available quantities. Based on such prop-
erties a binary predicate P is speciﬁed which is
evaluated for every surface texel contained in Ts.
Thus, partitioning the surface texels into a set of
candidate texels fulﬁlling the criterion’s predicate
and the complementary set we are not interested in.
Thecandidatetexelsarethencompactiﬁedusingthe
histogram-pyramid algorithm of Ziegler et al. [14].
The result is the list of seed point candidates. In
general, the number of candidates needs to be fur-
ther thinned out in order to avoid starting stream-
lines too close to each other.
To offer the user a reliable tool, a uniform dis-
tribution of the seed points on the feature surface
in object-space is desired. Simply choosing points
at random from the candidate list does not deliver
useful results, as distant texels cover a larger sur-
face area due to the perspective projection. Hence,
the probability of missing important ﬂow features
in distant parts of the surface is higher than in parts
of the surface near to the viewer. To solve this
issue we employ a iterative image-space seeding
strategy which computes an approximate uniform
object-space distribution of seed points on the GPU.
Adding seed points iteratively requires us to deter-
mine the object-space distance of a seed point can-
didate to the seed points already selected. However,
solving the expensive O(n
2) distance problem di-
rectly is prohibitive for interactivity.Figure 6: Approximated uniform seeding on a fea-
ture surface. White circles denote markings ren-
dered in Tm. The radius of the markings controls
the density of the seed point distribution. Note:
only every tenth marking is shown for clarity.
Instead, the marking texture Tm is introduced,
which is used to keep track of the surface area that
is already occupied by selected seed points. Tm is
a texture-array of the same dimension as the sur-
face texture Ts. The basic idea is simple. For ev-
ery newly selected seed point a footprint is rendered
into the corresponding layer of Tm. The markings
stored in Tm can then be used in the construction
of the discriminating predicate to restrict the search
for seed points to uncovered parts of the surface.
5.1 Iterative Seeding Strategy
The iterative seeding strategy works as follows (cf.
Listing). In each iteration N seed points are se-
lected at random from the yet uncovered candidate
texels. Then, for each selected point a circular
marking centered at the object-space position pi of
this point is rendered into the marking texture Tm.
This is achieved by drawing a textured quad with its
normals coaligned to the surface normal at pi. Do-
ing so accounts for the perspective foreshortening
in image-space. The perspective projection of the
markingpolygonsensuresthatmarkingsinthefore-
ground are rendered larger. Because the foreground
in Tm is covered faster, the probability of adding
more distant candidate texel to the seed point list
increases with the performed number of iterations.
while (| cand | > thresh )
{
cand = extractCandidates (P ,Ts ,Tm)
seeds = selectRand (N, cand )
updateMarkingTexture ( seeds ,R ,Tm)
seedList += seeds
}
The process is repeated until the number of remain-
ing candidate texels falls below a speciﬁed thresh-
old. Specifying the radius R of the markings in ob-
ject space allows to control the density of the result-
ing seed point distribution. Figure 6 shows four ex-
amples of approximate uniform seeding using dif-
ferent seed point densities.
The markings guarantee that seed points chosen
in one pass of the algorithm lie at least the distance
R apart from all seed points already added by pre-
vious iterations of the algorithm. Thus, an approxi-
mate uniform distribution on the visible parts of the
surface is achieved, if one seed point is added per
iteration. For performance reasons, however, mul-
tiple seed points are added simultaneously. As the
seed points are selected randomly it is not guaran-
teed that the minimum distance R is always met.
This is why the achieved quality decreases if the
number is chosen too large.
A simple heuristic is used to determine the num-
ber N. Before starting the seed point distribution,
a few markings chosen randomly are rendered and
the number of created fragments is queried. Then
thenumberofseedpointsnecessarytocoverasmall
fraction, e.g. 5% of the surface texels, is calculated.
Using this number for all iterations results in a rel-
atively uniform distribution on the surface.
The probabilistic image-based nature of the de-
scribed seeding algorithm comes with the problem
of missing seed point coherence under changes of
the view point (jumping lines). If not handled, this
can have aconfusingeffect onthe viewer. Theitera-
tive nature of our method makes it easy to overcome
the problem by pursuing a ﬁll-up approach. Un-
der changes of the view previously calculated seed
points are reused and new seed points are added
only in regions that haven’t been fully covered be-
fore.  0
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Figure 7: Integration performance using Setup A. Comparison of our geometry shader approach (GS) with
the pixel shader approach (PS) and the optimized CPU-implementation (left). The number of steps per GS
invocation L has an impact on performance, which is shown on the right for GTX 280.
5.2 Example
An example for using local properties of the sur-
face and the ﬂow ﬁeld to steer the distribution
of seed points is shown in Figure 10. The LIC-
representation used to visualize the projected ﬂow
ﬁeld on the two-phase mixture separation surface
offers good results as long as the ﬂow ﬁeld runs
tangential or nearly tangential to the surface. How-
ever, in areas of large projection errors surface-
bound techniques can not express the true three-
dimensional nature of the ﬂow or may give mis-
leading impressions about the direction of the ﬂow.
Hence, additional streamlines are seeded in areas of
strong cross-surface ﬂow. This is achieved by ap-
plying the simple predicate P := (N·V > thresh),
with N being the normal and V being the normal-
ized ﬂow vector at a point on the surface. More
sophisticated predicates incorporating other local
ﬂow quantities, like density or vorticity, can be con-
structed analogously. Moreover, the streamline in-
tegration process itself can also be controlled adap-
tively. This is shown in the right image, where the
length of the streamlines depends on the same local
ﬂow property on the surface.
6 Results and Discussion
6.1 Integration Performance
We evaluated our integration system implemented
in DirectX 10 geometry shaders on a standard PC
equipped with a Intel Q6600 2.4 GHz quad-core
processor, and graphics hardware from both AMD
and Nvidia; namely an AMD HD3870, a Nvidia
GF8800 GTX, and a recent Nvidia GTX 280.
The integration performance of our GS approach
is compared to the pixel shader technique proposed
by Kr¨ uger et al. [2]. Our implementation (PS) of
their ping-pong texture technique beneﬁts from do-
ing multiple integration steps in one pass by using
multiple render targets. An optimized CPU imple-
mentation, which uses OpenMP and SSE3 to har-
ness the four cores of the test system, completes the
candidates. To allow a direct comparison, all three
generators are integrated into the same framework.
For the measurements a standard Runge-Kutta inte-
gration scheme of fourth order (RK4) was used and
line termination was disabled.
Measuring performance on real world ﬂow ﬁelds
identiﬁed hardware data caching mechanisms to
have a strong impact on the measured integration
performance. It heavily depends on the setup which
includes the characteristics of the ﬂow ﬁeld and the
Figure 8: Artiﬁcal test setups for measuring integra-
tion performance (Setup A left, Setup B right).placement and distribution of the seed points. Thus,
for getting objective results, giving a single perfor-
mance value fails. To account for that, we evaluated
two artiﬁcial measuring setups shown in Fig. 8. In
both cases a random uniform distribution of seed
points is applied. The ﬁelds are constructed in a
way that avoids unreproducible caching beneﬁts in-
troduced by batches of streamlines starting and run-
ning close together for longer periods.
Setup A aims at reducing intra-thread cache hits
of individual lines by using a helical ﬁeld of size
128×192
2. Setup B studies the case of optimal
cache usage by using a ﬂow ﬁeld size of 8
3, which
is expected to ﬁt completely into the texture cache.
The performance results of Setup A and Setup B can
be interpreted as an approximate lower and upper
limit for real-world performance. For Setup C the
real-worldﬁeld shown inFig. 1of size384×192×96
is used.
Up to a certain degree, performance is expected
to increase with the number of streamlines N com-
puted simultaneously. To capture the exact charac-
teristics N is varied. In the GS case performance is
additionally affected by the number of vertices gen-
erated per GS instance. Thus, a second parameter,
which can be directly controlled by the choice of
the segment length L, is necessary.
6.2 Evaluation
Fig. 7 shows the results of Setup A. The left diagram
compares the three implementations on all previ-
ously mentioned architectures. The newly proposed
technique using the geometry shader outperforms
the pixel shader approach by approximately a factor
of two for all three GPU architectures. This is also
supported by the results presented in Table 1. The
Setup A B C
CPU 6 11 8
PS (GTX 280) 41 255 46
GS (GTX 280) 79 256 82
PS (8800 GTX) 22 164 23
GS (8800 GTX) 30 164 44
PS (HD3870) 17 160 17
GS (HD3870) 33 193 35
Table 1: Maximum integration performance (10
6
integration steps/sec, Runge-Kutta 4).
CPU implementation clearly falls back compared to
the GPU algorithms.
The diagram on the right of Fig. 7 gives insight
into how the geometry shader performance depends
on the number of vertices generated per invocation.
This number directly corresponds to the segment
length L. Abrupt increases and drops are visible
and suggest that there is a preference of Nvidia’s
hardware for certain batch sizes. As can be seen
in this ﬁgure optimal performance is achieved for
a segment length of 40 to 50 vertices. Identical
test for the two other hardware architectures reveal
that there also exist an optimal value for L. For the
measurements shown in the left diagram optimal
parameters for the respective hardware have been
used; the corresponding numbers are given in the
diagram.
The pixel shader approach of Kr¨ uger et al. [2]
uses a N element ping-pong buffer for integration
and a N × M texture atlas for storing the com-
puted streamline vertices for subsequent rendering.
Here M denotes the maximum allowed length of
a streamline. This data structure associates a ﬁxed
amount of storage with each streamline. They also
present an efﬁcient approach for line termination.
However, being restricted to such a rigid data struc-
ture does not allow for compact storage of early
terminated lines. In particular, the excess texture
memory assigned to terminated lines cannot be re-
used for still active streamlines. This is not an is-
sue if all streamlines are approximately of the same
length. In real-world applications, however, typi-
cally streamlines of widely varying lengths can be
observed. In contrast, the approach proposed in this
paper, always keeps a compact representation of all
active streamlines in its line buffer, thus, allowing
the available texture memory being used more efﬁ-
ciently. Furthermore, for the PS approach, always
a ﬁxed number of M vertices needs to be rendered
for each streamline; even though, the line may have
been terminated early.
6.3 Examples
In this section we present some results for interac-
tive exploration of real-world ﬂow ﬁelds. All exam-
ples were rendered onaNvidia GeForce 8800 GTX.
The ﬁrst example, shown in Fig. 9, is part of a DNS
(direct-numerical) simulation on a 135×225×129
uniform grid that explores the transition from lam-
inar to turbulent ﬂow. It visualizes the ﬂow ﬁeldFigure 9: Comparison of dense ﬂow ﬁeld visualization on a λ2 feature surface (37fps) to an automatically
generated combination with surface-guided streamlines (19fps) on a 1200×1000 viewport.
near a λ2-isosurface enclosing a vortex core. The
visualization of the projected ﬂow ﬁeld alone does
not capture the ﬂow structure around the surface as
well as the interaction between the two legs of the
vortex core. In contrast, our method allows to en-
hance the visualization by seeding streamlines on
the surface that are traced forward and backwardly.
Now it becomes visible how ﬂow approaches the
vortex core and the viewer gets a better understand-
ing of how the ﬂow is affected by the vortex. To
generate this visualization no other user interaction
is necessary besides adapting the seed density and
the length of the lines. With standard seeding tech-
niques, e.g. seed rakes, it would be the user’s task
to ﬁnd an appropriate seed location.
Fig. 10 (left) shows a time step of a two-phase
DNS simulation of a liquid jet injected into an air-
ﬁlled volume. Both the data of the vector ﬁeld and
the scalar ﬁeld were given as 32bit single precision
ﬂoating point values on a rectilinear grid of reso-
lution 384×160×160. The investigated breakup
phenomena play a large role in many technical ap-
plications, e.g. combustion engine design. The sur-
face represents the boundary layer between the two
ﬂuid phases. A LIC representation is mapped onto
the surface to study the ﬂow in the separation layer.
The error introduced by projecting the ﬂow ﬁeld on
the surface is color coded on the surface. In blue
regions, the ﬂow runs nearly tangential to the sur-
face. A red coloring indicates strong cross-surface
ﬂow. In such regions a non-colored LIC visualiza-
tion does not give a good impression of the ﬂow’s
real behavior. To improve the visualization, stream-
lines are started only in regions where the error sur-
passes a given threshold. Additionally the length of
the streamlines can be adjusted automatically. For
the right image short lines are generated in regions
whereLICworkswell. Longstreamlinesincontrast
capture the ﬂow near the jet’s front.
7 Conclusion
We presented a novel technique for visualizing 3D
ﬂow in the vicinity of boundary and feature surfaces
by using streamlines. The advantages of our GPU
technique are its assistance in interactive ﬂow ex-
ploration and its uniﬁed handling of arbitrary ren-
derable surface representations. Using heuristics
and image-space methods, the focus clearly lies in
achieving interactivity and usability. As shown in
the examples, the results are useful for getting a fast
impression of the ﬁeld. The subsequent exploration
of the ﬁeld is supported by the automatic surface-
guided image space seeding strategy which delivers
a approximate uniform object space distribution of
seed points on the surface. Additionally, the user
can specify a seeding criterion based on local ﬂow
ﬁeld properties on the surface to emphasize regions
of interest. For generating the streamlines a new
algorithm using the geometry shaders of the GPU
is proposed and analyzed. It performs better than
existing GPU techniques regarding integration per-
formance, storage efﬁciency and lines of varying
length.Figure 10: Rendering of a feature surface and the ﬂow near it. In the left image seeding is restricted to
regions of strong cross-surface ﬂow. The color mapping shown in the inset depicts the projection error
(17fps, 900×600 viewport). On the right seed points are distributed uniformly and line length is controlled
by cross-surface ﬂow magnitude. Velocity magnitude is mapped to color (15fps, 900×600 viewport).
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